
2024 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION: NEW
HAMPSHIRE PRIMARY
RESULTS
Others have done a better job with an economy of
words explaining situations. The New Hampshire
primary held yesterday is such an occasion. This
is an open thread.

TRASH TALK: HOT
JANUARY IN THE D
Though 25F and cloudy in the D, it’s hot today
where Detroit Lions’ fans are stoked out of
their gourds for this next divisional playoff
game. This is an open thread.

BREATHING ROOM: THEY
LIVE ON
It’s cold and snowy — perfect weather for
queueing up an old cult classic. This is an open
thread.

WELCOME TO 2024: NEW
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LITTLE HABITS, NEW
LITTLE HOPES
An open thread post which includes a cocktail
recipe and a hortatory kick in the ass to start
this new year.

ADVENT WEEK 4: THE
END OF STOLLEN TIME
While meditating on things stolen and stollen,
the wait is ending and over. This is an open
thread.

CANDIDATE TRUMP
LEANED ON MICHIGAN
CANVASSERS TO DENY
CIVIL RIGHTS
Who or what was the source of the recordings in
which Trump and GOP chair McDaniel pressured
Wayne County canvassers? Whatever the source,
candidate Trump and the GOP chair tried to deny
voters’ civil rights.

ADVENT WEEK 3:
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ORDINARY RICHES CAN
BE STOLLEN
We’re in the deep end of Advent season. What
fruited cakes have you run across this past
week? Have you baked? This is an open thread.

THIS IS WHY WE VOTE:
WOMEN ARE NOT YET
FULL CITIZENS
Someone wrote in social media yesterday, “Don’t
Vote.” Oh honey, no…

ADVENT WEEK 2:
PREPARE YE THE WAY
FOR THE STOLLEN
AHEAD
Here it is, my first candidate for the stollen
election. What bread/cake containing fruit did
you make/buy/consume this week? This is an open
thread.

THREE THINGS:
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BRILLIANT
OPPORTUNITIES
DISGUISED
Some news outlet will point out how the failings
of the state GOP parties in Florida, Michigan,
and Texas are somehow bad news for Joe Biden,
and not the brilliant opportunities they
represent for Democrats. But not this site.
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